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Spherical Fourier transforms of LP (1 < p < 2) functions on a Riemannian 
symmetric space are studied. It is proved that the spherical transform of such a 
function extends holomorphically to the same domain of the dual space as the one 
where the spherical transform of a Schwartz function of LD type extends 
holomorphically and is rapidly decreasing (cf. [ 11 I). And also, it is proved that a 
Hausdorff-Young inequality and a Riemann-Lebesgue lemma hold in the domain. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and 
G = KAN an Iwasawa decomposition. For p, 1 < p < 2, we investigate the 
Fourier transform of Lp functions on the Riemannian symmetric space G/K. 
As Trombi and Varadarajan [ 1 l] and Eguchi [ 1 ] showed, there exists a 
tube domain T, in the dual space, which is determined only by p, where the 
Fourier transform$of each Schwartz function f of Lp type has holomorphic 
extension and is rapidly decreasing. In this article we prove that the spherical 
Fourier transform 7 of each K-biinvariant L* function f extends 
holomorphically to the same domain Tp and a generalized Hausdorff-Young 
inequality and a generalized Riemann-Lebesgue lemma hold. Here we put 
the modifier “generalized” in the sense that, although the euclidean Fourier 
transforms of Lp functions have no holomorphic extensions, our 
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Hausdorff-Young inequality and Riemann-Lebesgue lemma hold in the 
whole do&in T,. 
There are some results in this direction. Kunze-Stein [6] obtained the first 
one for SL(2, R) and Lipsman generalized it to SL(n, C) in [7,8]. But the 
domain for the corresponding result considered in [8] depends on not only p 
but also the real rank of G and, moreover, has exceptional subset. The gap 
between the domains in Lipsman [8] and those on Trombi and 
Varadarajan [ 111 or Eguchi [ 11 in higher rank case proposes a natural 
conjecture that they would coincide with each other. Our results show that 
this conjecture is true and that we do not need any exceptional subset for the 
domains where the main theorems hold. For other results, we refer to 
Eguchi [2] and Eguchi and Kumahara [3]. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be a noncompact semisimple Lie group with finite center and K a 
maximal compact subgroup of G. Let g = f + p be a fixed Cartan decom- 
position of the Lie algebra g of G with Cartan involution 19 and g = t + a + n 
an Iwasawa decomposition of g such that a is a maximal abelian subspace of 
p. We denote by G = KAN the corresponding decomposition of G. Let a, 
denote the complexification of a and Z= dim a, the real rank of G. For 
x E G, H(x) E a and K(X) E K denote the elements uniquely determined by 
x E K(X) exp(H(x))N. Let a* be the dual space of a and a: the complex- 
ification of a*. We denote by ( , ) the Killing form of g. For I E a*, let 
HA E a be the unique element determined by A(H) = (H,, H) for all HE a. 
For A, p E a*, we put (A, ,u) = (H,, H,) and ]A I= (A, A)“2. Let log denote 
the inverse of the exponential map exp: a -t A. Let C be a positive Weyl 
chamber in a* and g, the root space for each root a. Then Ca>,, g, = n. Let 
,Z be the set of all positive roots of (g, a), that is, the set of positive restricted 
roots of g with respect to a. For a E C U (-C) we denote by m(o) the 
multiplicity of a. If 1 E a* is not a root, we put m(A) = 0. Let Z, be the set 
of elements in .Z which are not integral multiples of other elements in C. We 
put a(a) = (m(a) + m(2a)) for a E Z,, and p = (l/2) Ca>,, m(a)a. Denote by 
M and M’ the centralizer and the normalizer of A in K, respectively. Let W 
be the Weyl group M’/M of (g, a) and [ W] the order of W. Let ii = 0(n) and 
N denote the corresponding analytic subgroup of G. 
The Killing form of g induces euclidean measures on A and a*. We 
normalize them by multiplying the factor (27~))“~ and denote them by da 
and dv, respectively. Let dk denote the normalized Haar measure on K so 
that the total measure is 1. The Haar measures on N and N are normalized 
so that 
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And we normalize the Haar measure dx on G so that 
lo f(x) dx = i,,,f(kan) e2p(‘oga) dk da dn, f E C,“(G). 
We denote by Lp = Lp(K\G/K) the Banach space of K-biinvariant Lp 
functions on G. For f E Lp, ]]f]], denotes the LP-norm of$ 
3. THE TUBE DOMAIN T, 
Let C” = {HE a; J(H) > 0 for A E C}, that is, the dual cone of the 
positive Weyl chamber C. Let a + denote the closure of C” in a. We put a T = 
{A E a*; n(H) > 0 for H E C”}. Let [H,, ; s E W] denote the convex hull of 
the set {H,,; s E W} in a. The closure of the set U,,, s(C”n (-C” + H,)) 
coincides with the convex hull [H,,; s E W] (cf. [5, p. 5911). For E > 0 we 
put C,, = [s(ep); s E W], the convex hull of {s(sp); s E W) in a*, and 
a:’ = {A E a*; ((sl)(H)] <p(H) for HE C”, s E W}. 
LEMMA 1 (Trombi and Varadarajan [ 11, p. 2741). Ler 2 E a*. Then 
AEaF ifand only if(d)(H)<p(H)for u~ZHEC” and sE W. IflEa* 
andH,Ea+, then I E a: ifand only ifA < p(H)for all HE C”. 
Let qEa* be arbitrary such that H, E C” and -H, + H, E 
[Hs, ; SE W]na+. Then p(H) > -q(H) +p(H) for all HE C”. By 
Lemma 1, -q +p E a:. Since C, and a,* are W-invariant, we have that 
C, c a:. Conversely, we assume that 1 E a: and HA E a + and put 9 = p - I. 
By Lemma 1, 0 < (-q + p)(H) = A(H) &p(H) for any HE C”. Hence 
v(H) > 0 for any HE C” and -H, + H, = HP,+, E a+. Therefore, 
A = --)7 + p E C,. We get a: c C, from the W-invariantness of them. Hence 
a:= C P’ Thus we have proved the following lemma. We put C, = {0} for 
E = 0. 
LEMMA 2. For any E > 0, 
C,, = {A. E a*; I( < &p(H) for HE C”, s E W). 
Let a, ,..., a, denote the simple roots in ,?I,. Then p can be uniquely written 
as the sum p = cf=, mjaj (mj E Z+/2). 
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LEMMA 3. Let E > 0. Then a: n C, is the set of all elements 
rl=rl1a,+ . . . + ~,a, E a* such that 0 < qj < cmj, j = l,..., 1. 
Proof: It is enough to prove the lemma in the case E = 1. If 
r=r,a, + --. +~,a,, O<qj<mj(j= l,..., Z), then 0 < n(H) <p(H) for all 
H E C. Hence we get n E a: n C, from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. Now we 
assume that q E a: n C, and there exists j such that vj > mj. Since the dual 
basis of a to a i ,..., a, forms the edges of a+, there exists HE C such that 
q(H) > p(H). Then it contradicts our assumption. 
For any p, 1 < p < 2, we define a tube domain T, in a: by T, = a* + iC,, 
where E = 2/p- 1. 
4. SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS AND C-FUNCTION 
For v E a& the elementary spherical function 4, is given by 
4,(x> = I, e(iu-o)W(xk)) dk, xE G. 
Then the following lemma due to Helgason and Johnson [5] gives the region 
where the spherical functions are bounded and plays an important role in our 
following Lp analysis on G/K. 
LEMMA 4 (Helgason and Johnson IS]). Let v E a:. Then 4, is bounded 
if and only if v E T, and for v E T, , 1 $,(x)1 < 1 for all x E G. 
Let CF(K\G/K) denote the space of all K-biinvariant elements in CT(G). 
The spherical Fourier transform Tof f E CF(K\G/K) is defined by 
flv)= ( f(x)#,(x-‘)dx, vEa*. (4.1) 
From Lemma 4, we have 
for every v E T, . Hence we can define the spherical Fourier transform $ of 
f E L ’ and extend it to a function on T, . Then 
IJl(v)l G Ilf II1 (4.2) 
for every v E T, and f E L ‘. Since 4,(e) is a holomorphic function of v,~(v) 
is holomorphic in the interior of T, and continuous on T,. 
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The Parseval equality and the inversion formula for the spherical Fourier 
transform are given as follows (cf. e.g., [ 12, p. 3381): 
Ml: = P’-‘j;* I3Wl’ IdW’ dv, (4.3) 
f(x) = [ WI - ’ I‘ .%9 4,(x) Ic(v)1 - ’ dv (4.4) 
for f E CF(K\G/K) and x E G, where c(v) is Harish-Chandra’s c-function 
for G/K. 
We shall now estimate the Plancherel measure 1 c(v)] -’ dv. In order to do 
this, we use the well known fact (cf. Gindikin and KarpeleviE [4]) that the c- 
function can be expressed as 
I(iv) 
c(v) = - 
WI ’ 
I(v) = n B (4.5) 
nez 
where B denotes the beta function. 
LEMMA 5. There exist positive constants B, and B, such that 
B, Ic(v)l-’ < n [(v, a)l’(l + I(v, a)l)a(a)-2 <B, Ic(v)l-’ 
asro 
for all v E a*. 
Proof: From (4.5) we have 
W@>P> W(a/W + (iv, a)/@, a)> 
Iti’) = ai!z r(m(a)/2 + m(a/2)/4 + (iv, a)/(a, a)) ’ (4.6) 
where r denotes the gamma function. If r and x are real, then 
IT(r + ix)1 - \/271e-“‘“1’2 Ix/r-“2 
as 1x1-+ co (cf. Magnus et al. [9, p. 131). For a, b E R such that a > 6, we 
put F(x) = Ir(a + ix)/r(b + ix)l. Then F(x) N Ix/‘-’ as x E R and Ix] + co. 
Recall that T(z) is a meromorphic function with poles at z = 0, -1, -2,... but 
without zeros. Hence, if b # 0, then there exist constants C, > 0, C, > 0 such 
that 
F(x) 
‘1 G (1 + IX()a-b < c2 
for all x E R. On the other hand, since IT( = [Z/(X sinh(m))] “2, x E R, 
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we have ]T(ix)] = lx]- ’ [ 1 + O(x)] -l’* for small Ix]. If we put 
G(x) = ]T(c + ix)/r(ix)], then there exist constants Ci > 0, C; > 0 such that 
(4.8) 
for all x E R. Moreover, for any k > 0 and d E R, there exist constants 
C; > 0, C; > 0 such that 
c,, < (1 + IWk)” < c,, 
’ ’ (1 + ]x])d ’ 2 
for all x E R. From (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9), we get the result. 
COROLLARY. There exists a constant C > 0 such that 
I L1* I.m12 n lb ai12(1 +I(v, 41)a(a)-2 dv G c Ilfll: (4.10) aoz, 
for allf EL’nL2. 
5. THE NORM OF q(f) 
Let 2 be a complex separable Hilbert space and A?(Z) denote the 
Banach space of all bounded linear operators on S. The operator norm of 
B E A?(Z) is denoted by ]]B ]lm and the p-norm ]]B]lp of B is defined by 
jIBlIp = (tr((B*B)p’2))1’P for 1 < p < co, where tr is the trace. 
Let L*(K/M) denote the subspace of right M-invariant functions of Hilbert 
space L*(K) with inner product ( , ). We denote by Q0 the constant function 
on K whose value is 1. For any v E a,, * the principal series representation rr, 
of G of class one is defined by 
h(x)@)(k) = e (iv-p)(H(x-lk))~i(K(X- lk)), 
x E G, k E K, @ E L*(K/M). We consider the bounded operator z,(f) for 
f E CF(K\G/K) given by 
~“df) = j c f(x) Z”(X) t-ix* 
From the irreducibility of II,, v E a*, the subspace of K-fixed vectors is of 
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dimension one. It is easy to see that, for any v E a: and 
@ E L2(K/kf), I,@ is K-fixed. In fact, 
%(fP = 3W(@~ @o) @o 3 @ E L 2 (K/M). (5.1) 
Hence II %(f>llco = l3W f or any v E a: and f E Cp(K\G/K). Therefore, we 
have, for every f E L’ and v E T,, ]]n,(f)]], = ]3(v)]. From (5.1), we can 
easily see that rc,(f)*@ =m(@, QO) QO. Thus we have the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let 1 < p < 00. Iff E L’, then 
II ~“(f>ll, =ILm 
for all v E T, . 
6. THE HAUSDORFF-YOUNG INEQUALITY IN THE REAL CASE 
Let (X, ,u) be a o-finite measure space. A complex valued function on X is 
called a simple function if it can be expressed as a finite linear combination 
of characteristic functions of measurable sets of finite measure. Let 9’(X) 
denote the space of simple functions on X. Let (X’,,U’) be another o-finite 
measure space. A linear map T of P’(X) to the space of all p’-measurable 
functions on X’ is called of type (p, q) (1 & p, q < co) if there exists a 
constant k > 0 such that I] Tf ]I9 < k ]] f ]lP for all f E 9(X). The intimum of 
such k’s is called the (p, q)-norm of T. 
To prove the Hausdorff-Young inequality on a*, we use the M. 
Riesz-Thorin theorem as in the euclidean case (cf. e.g., [ 10, p. 271). 
LEMMA 7 (The M. Riesz-Thorin theorem). Suppose that T is of type 
(pi, qi) with (pi, q,)-norm ki (1 < pi, qi < 03) for i = 0, 1 simultaneously. 
For each t, 0 < t < 1, define p1 and q, by 





Then T is of type (p,, qJ and its (p,, q,)-norm k, satisfies the inequalitY 
k, < kA-‘k:, that is, 
II rf llq, G k:-‘k: Ilf lIpi’ f E w9 (6.1) 
Moreover, if pt < 00, then T can be extended to an operator defined on 
Lp~(X) and satisfies inequality (6.1) for all f E Lp$X). 
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Let 9 = Y(K\G/K) denote the space of all K-biinvariant simple 
functions on G. By Lemma 5, the measure space (a*, ]c(()]-~&) is a-finite. 
For f E 9, we put Tf =f Then from the Parseval equality (4.3), T is of 
type (2,2) with (2, 2)-norm k, = [ W]“2. From (4.2), T is also of type 
(1, co) with (1, co)-norm k, < 1. Let 1 < p < 2 and l/p + l/q= 1. Then 
q>2. Weputp,=2,p,=1,q,=2,q1=co andt=2/p-I.Thenp,=p 
and qt = q. Thus we get the following Hausdorff-Young inequality on a* 
from Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 8. Let 1 < p < 2 and l/p + l/q = 1. Then the spherical Fourier 
transform f E .Y -+ f can be extended to Lp and there exists a constant Cp, 
0 < C, < [ W] ‘lq, such that 
(r 1 
I/q 
p* I?b31q I c(t3 -’ dC G Cp Ilf lip 
for all f E Lp. 
7. THE HAUSDORFF-YOUNG INEQUALITY IN THE GENERAL CASE 
For a, bE R, b > a, we put D= D(a, b)= (z E C;a<Im(z)<b}. A 
complex valued function 4 defined on D is called admissibze if (i) it is 
holomorphic in the interior of D and is continuous on D; and (ii) it is of 
admissible growth, that is, 
sup log ] 4(x + iy)l = O(eclX’), 
a<y<b 
for some c, c < z/(b - a). 
Let Z+’ be a complex separable Hilbert space and we define S(Z) and 
]]B]lp (B E .9(Z), 1 ( p < 00) as in Section 5. Let Y be a locally compact 
space satisfying the second countability axiom. Let w be a regular measure 
on Y. For any 9?(Z)-valued measurable function F on Y, we put 
IlFllp = (j- PWII; d4d)1’p~ l<p<co 
Y 
and 
IIFIL = eyy llF(~>ll~~ 
Let (X,,U) denote a a-finite measure space. For each z E D we assign T,, a 
linear operator of 9’(X), to the space of 9(Z)-valued measurable functions 
5X0/47/2 7 
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on Y. The family {T,; z E D} is called admissible on D if (i) for any @, 
YE 3 and f E 9(X) the function (T,(f)(y)@, !P) is locally integrable on 
Y, and (ii) for each @, !?J E Z, f E P’(X) and measurable relatively compact 
subset Y’ of Y, the function 
is admissible on D. 
Suppose that pO,p,, qO, q, are given indices such that 1 < p,,, p, , qO, 
q,<co and q,,fco or q,#oo. For tER, a<t<b, we put r= 
(t - a)/(b -a) and 
1 l-r t 1 l-r t -=-++--, --=-+---. 
P PO PI 9 40 41 
Let A o, A I be positive functions on R such that 
log A i(x) Q CeclX’, xER, j=O, 1 
for some C > 0 and c < n/(b - a). We state Kunze-Stein’s general inter- 
polation theorem in a suitable form to our argument. 
LEMMA 9. Let {Y,; z E D(a, b)} denote an admissible family on D of 
linear operators of 9’(X) to the space of S(R)-valued measurable functions 
on Y such that 
II Yx+in(f )IIq, GAOCx) Ilf llpo’ II Yx+ib(f >Ilq, GA lCx) Ilf IlPg 
for all f E 9(X). Then we have 
II ‘it(f III, G ct Ilf lip’ f E y(x> 
for a constant C, which is given by 
log c, = [Oc x( 1 - r, x) log A,((b - a)x) dx 
co 
.m 
+ J x(r, x) log A ,((b - a>x> dx, (7-l) -CD 
where 
x(r, x) = -!- 
tan(nr/2) sech2(nx/2) 
2 tan*(nr/2) + tanh*(nx/2) ’ 
O<t< 1,xER. 
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If U is a closed domain in C’, we denote by Int U its interior. A 9(R)- 
valued function F(z) defined on U is said to be holomorphic on U if 
(F(z)@, Y) is holomorphic in Int U and continuous on U for all @, YE 2. 
If f E L i = L ‘(K\G/K), then F(v) = z,(f) is holomorphic on T, , because 
Jr) is holomorphic on T, and (z,(f)@, y? =flf(v)(@, @O)(@O, ‘u> for all 
@, YE L’(K/M). 
LEMMA 10. Let 1 <p<2, l/p + l/q = 1 and &=2/p- 1. If 
7 E Int C,,, 17 # 0, then there exists a constant C,,, > 0 such that 
ProoJ: Let f E 9 and put F(v) = z,(f). Fix an arbitrary element 
‘I=rl1a, + **. + rllU,E c,,, q # 0, and put y = E -Iv. Then obviously 
yEC,.Sincev+iyET,foranyvEa*,wehave 
II W + iy)Il, G IlflL T vEa*. (7.2) 
To apply Lemma 9, we choose a basis ,U , ,..., p, of a* so that ,D, = q/I q I. We 
Put 
r,(<)=F(v+<) n (1 +l(<~a)l)-‘(~+~~~) (7.3) 
for v E T,. We regard a* the measure space with measure Q(r) = 
!Jaer,,(l + IG 41Y(a) &, t E a*. If we express v as v= v;,D, + ... + v;p,, 
then the function F(v) = F(v’ i ,..., v;) of complex f-variables vi ,..., V( is a 
2(L2(K/M))-valued holomorphic function on the domain of C’ 
corresponding to T, . For z E C such that 0 < Im z < I VI/E, we define a 




(T,(r) @,,, QO) = fiv + <) n (1 + I(c, a>l)-‘@ + 6 a) 
cYE.z” 
is a locally integrable function on a* with respect to the measure dp. Since? 
is bounded on T,, for any measurable relatively compact set B of a*, the 
function 
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is of admissible growth on D = D(0, ] v)/E). Thus the family {Y,; z & D} is 
admissible. 
We shall estimate ]( TU]], and ]] T,lJ,. From (7.2), (7.3) and the inequality 
I(v + C, a>I < (1 + I(v, a)l>(l + I(& a>l>, we get 
II ~“ll, < Ilflll n (1 + I(v, a)l> aPZ” 
for any vE T,. For xER, we put v=(x+i]v]/s)+~, and A,(x)= 
&ero(l + )(v, a)]). Then we have 
II ~“llcc ~~*(x)llfllI~ x E R. 
Anfor anyc,O<c<sn((~(, we can choose a constant C, > 0 so that 
log A l(x) < c, &lx’, x E R. 
On the other hand, from (7.3) and Lemma 6, we have that for v = XP,, 
x E R, 
IIT”\\$q 
Cl* 
lJTv+<)l’ ag, (1 +I(v+r,~>l>“‘“‘-‘I(v+~,a)12d~ 
X n sup (1 + ](v + 5, a)))2-a’“‘(l + I({, a)()0(u)-2. 
asZo lea* 
As there exists a constant k > 0 such that 
(1 + \(v + r, a)])1-o’a)‘2 
< k(l + I(v, a)l)“-a’““2’(1 + I(& a)()1-a(n)‘2 
for all <, v E a* (cf. [6, p. 17]), by the corollary of Lemma 5, there exists a 
constant C > 0 such that 
II TV112 Q C n (1 + I(v, a)J)‘a(a”Z-” jlfl12. aez, 
If we put 
A,(x) = C fl (1 + ](v, a)])‘a’a)‘2-1’, 
ao.xo 
then for any c, 0 < c < &IL/\ n], we can choose a constant C, > 0 SO that 
log A,(x) < CDec’xl, x E R. 
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And we have that 
II TX,, 112 GAO(X) ID-II** 
Thus we have proved that the family {Y,; z E D} satisfies the assumptions of 
Lemma 9 for p0 = q,, = 2, PI = 1, q1 = OC), u = 0, b = I v I/E. If we put 
~=s=2/p- 1, then O<t< 1, t=lyll and 
-+i=-=- l-t l+r 2 P’ 1
PO -+;=----=-. 
l-r l-r 2 1 
90 9 
Hence from Lemma 9, we get 
II ‘illI, = II riqllq 
0 
. e = (1* mr + iv)14 
0 
(1 + I(<, .)l)a(n)-q l(r + iv, ay &) 1/y 
G %?I II”& (7.4) 
where 
log CL,, = 
! .aJ x(1 - 6 Y) 1% A,(1 17 I Y/E) & -a, 
.a, 
+ I X(6 Y) 1% A 1 (I rl I Y/E) dY* --co 
If tl f 0, as (1 + I(<, ~>lYl(~ + irl, a>I < (1 + I(v, a)l)/l(r7, a)/ holds for all 
tE a*, 
G-V = “I:$ n (1 + I(<, a>l)” l(t + ir,7, a)[-” acz, 
is a finite value. If we put C,,, = C;,.Ci,,, we get the desired inequality in 
the lemma from (7.4). 
The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 10. 
COROLLARY. Let 1 < p < 2, l/p + l/q = 1 and E = 2/p - 1. Then for 
any r] E Int C,, , r # 0, there exists a constant C,,, > 0 such that 
0 1 
I/q 
I.% + WI4 dt G c,,, Ilfllp9 fE9. o* 
From Lemmas 5, 10 and 7, we have the following Hausdorff-Young ine- 
quality. 
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THEOREM 1. Let 1 < p < 2, l/p + l/q = 1 and E = 2/p - 1. Then for 
any n E Int C,,, there exists a constant C,,, > 0 such that 
_ I 1/q 
pL If(t+ h’)lq I4Ol-*d5 Q C,,, IIflla, fe 9 
8. THE FOURIERTRANSI;ORM OF L”(K\G/K) 
AND A RIEMANN-LEBESGUE LEMMA 
Leta=(a 1 ,..., a,), b = (b, ,..., 
the following strip in C’: 
b,) E R’, aj < bj (j = l,..., I) and we consider 
D = D,(a, b) = {z = (z, ,..., Z,)EC’;Uj,<ImZj<!j (j= l,...,f)}. 
For any r = (r, ,..,, r,), < = (<, ..., <,) E R’, we write ST = (t, {, ,..., r,<,). We 
put u= {S= (a,,..., 6,); Sj = 0 or 1 (j= I,..., 2)} and for 6 E U we put 
e(B) = (1 - @a + 66. 
The following lemma is a slight modification of [8, Lemma 61. 
LEMMA 11. Let 4(z) = #(z ,,..., z,) denote a holomorphic function in an 
open region containing D satisfying: (i) there exist constants C > 1 and c > 0 
such that 
sup 14(x -+- $)I < C n (1 + Ixjl)'9 xER’; 
al< YiC bj j=l 
and (ii) for some q > 1 
1’ Id x + ie(B))(q dx < 1 RI 
for all 6 E U. Then for any y E R’, iy E Int D, there exists an absolute 
constant c, (i.e., independent of 4, C, or c) such that 
sup 1 C(X + iY)l < fi Aj 3 
xfR’ j=l 
where 
By the coordinate v = V, a1 + . . . + v,a, + (vi ,..., v,) of a*, we identify a 
function of Y with a function of l-variables v, ,..., v,. 
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LEMMA 12. Let 1 < p < 2. Then there exists a constant C, > 0 such that 
;i$ I.763 G c* Ilfllp3 fEY. 
Proof. For p = 1, this is (4.2). Suppose 1 < p < 2, l/p + l/q = 1 and 
E = 2/p - 1. We take a function f E 9 and normalize it so that I]f]l, = 1. 
Fix an element q” = ~:a, + . . . + ~:a, E Int(aT n C,) arbitrarily and for 
each 6~ U, define ~‘(6) by q’(6)= cf=r (-l)‘$‘aj. Let C,,, be the 
constant in Lemma 10 and put Q(V) =T(v)/C;, where CL = 
m=w*,,w, )‘lq; 6 E U). Then d is holomorphic on Int T, which contains 
D = D,(-(rl:,..., II;>, (d,..., II: )). From the corollary of Lemma 10, we have 
Hence 0 satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 11 from (4.2). Therefore, for 
y = 0, there exists a constant c, > 0 such that 
If we put C, = Cl, nj=i [2c, ]$-“q] and drop the normalization I]fl], = 1, 
we obtain the inequality in Lemma 12. 
LEMMA 13. Letl<p(2,l/p+l/q=lande=2/p-l.Thenforany 
rlEIntC,,, there exists a constant C,,v > 0 such that 
sup I&t + irl)l G C,,, Ilfllp~ fE.Y. [CO’ 
Proof. We take a function f E 9 and normalize it so that ]] f lip = 1. We 
fix q = ~,a, + ... + q/a, E Int C,,. For an element q” = vya, + a.* + ?$a, E 
Int(aT n CEp), we define v’(6), 6 E U, as in the proof of Lemma 12 and put 
qs = 7 + q’(6). W e c h oose ‘1’ so that vs E Int C,, and vs # 0 for all 6 E U. 
Put 
where C,,tld denotes the constant in Lemma 10 for qs, and define 4(v) by 
O(v) = C(v) aG, (i + 05 a))a(a)‘q7Cy). 
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Then 4 is holomorphic on an open region containing the tube domain 
qj - ‘13 < Im vj < vj + $ (j = l,..., Z) and 
It is clear from (4.2) and definition of 4(v) that 4(v) satisfies the first 
condition of Lemma 11. Hence 4 satisfies all the assumptions of Lemma 11. 
Therefore,ifrli-l?j0<rlj’<rlj+~~((j=1,...,I),rl’=rlla,+...+rlla,,then 
we have 
In particular, we have 
where C;,, = nj=* [2c, 1’1y’q. 
From IV-invariantness of $,, I =7(v) holds for all s E W. So it is 
enough to prove our lemma for q such that H, E a+. Then 
(Q a) = a(H,) > 0 for all a E E,,. Therefore, Ii + (< t iv, u)I > 1 t (q, a) > 1 
for all < E a *. Hence, if we put 
and drop the normalization Ilfll, = 1, we have the desired inequality of our 
lemma. 
Remark. If we drop the normalization Ilfll, = 1 in (8.1), we know from 
definition of the constant C;,, that, for any compact subset w of Int C,, 
there exists a constant C,,, > 0 such that 
n I i + (v, a>I l.Rv>l GCp,, Ilfll, (8.2) ac.F, 
(and especially, l?b>l< C,,, Ilfll,) f or all v=rtiq, lEa*, qEo,fEY. 
Now suppose that f E Lp = LP(K\G/K). Then there exists a sequence 
f, 1 .f,Y. in 9 such that Ilf-Jll, + 0 (j-+ oo). Then 
I~‘,(~~-~~~>l~~,,,Ilf,-fjll,-~ (kj-+ ~1, ImvEo. 
Hence the sequence {A} converges uniformly in wider sense _ to a 
holomorphic function f on Int T,. We call $ the spherical Fourier (or 
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Fourier-Laplace) transform off: This f” is identical with that of Lemma 8. It 
is easy to see that 
I.mI G c,,, IlfllP~ vEIntT,, q=Imv. 
Thus we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let 1 < p < 2 and l/p + l/q = 1. The spherical Fourier 
transform initially defined for the functions of L’(K\G/K) has a unique 
bounded extension to all of LP(K\G/K). For each f E Lp(K\G/K), its 
spherical Fourier transform $ is a bounded function on a* and can be 
extended to a holomorphic function on Int T, satisfying (8.2). 
From this theorem and (8.2) we have the generalized Riemann-Lebesgue 
lemma for the function of L”(K\G/K). 
COROLLARY. Let 1’ < p < 2 and e = 2/p - 1. Let w be any compact 
subset of Int C,, . Then for any f E L”(K\G/K) 
Remark. The Riemann-Lebesgue lemma for the functions of L ‘(K\G/K) 
is given in [ 12, p. 3361. 
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